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Downer goes green with
gardening help from SLUG
Staff Writer

This academic year, the Lawrence
administration has declared "sustainability" the overarching theme. This
means that as a campus community
our goal is to increase efficiency and
reduce our impact on the environment.
One of the most enjoyable ways
to engage in sustainable behavior is
by consuming locally-grown, organic
food.
This year and in years past,
Lawrence Dining Services has made
a concerted effort to increase their
offerings of local, organic food at all
Lawrence dining facilities.
One of their main goals when
looking for sources of food is to
operate within what Director of
Dining Services Patrick Niles referred
to as "a circle of sustainability."
What Niles meant by "circle of
sustainability" is that LU Dining
Services will prioritize their food
sources based on location. First,
they will look for sources within
the Fox River Valley. Then, they will

move on to the greater North-Eastern
Wisconsin region and then on to
Wisconsin as a whole. If they find a
cost-effective and quality source of
food within these prioritized circles,
they will use it.
One of the most cost-effective sources of food has been the
Sustainable Lawrence University
Garden located right on campus.
SLUG is a student-operated, organic
garden that provides produce directly to LU Dining Services at premium
prices.
Since the first delivery May
21, 2008, SLUG has provided the
Lawrence campus with over 2,360
pounds of organic produce. SLUG
provides a wide variety of goods
including beans, radishes, tomatoes,
green peppers, acorn and butternut
squash and a variety of herbs.
In addition to providing quality,
cost-effective food for the campus,
SLUG also encourages students to
get involved.
Megan Bjella, a representative
of SLUG, said, "It gives students the
opportunity to learn first-hand how
to grow their own food sustainably.

I think it is of great importance that
all people start to think about where
it is their food comes from and the
true cost of [that] food."
Although not everyone has time
to get directly involved with an organization such as SLUG, there are still
opportunities to help increase the
use of local, organic products on our
campus.
According to Niles, one of the
simplest ways to do this is to cut
down on food waste when eating at
LU dining facilities.
Said Niles, "If we can reduce the
cost of feeding the students, we're
not going to pocket the extra money
or give it back to the administration.
We're going to reinvest it in the food
quality at our dining facilities."
Bjella also encourages students
to talk to the administration and
LUCC about expanding the use of
organic foods on our campus.
With all the work being done
by Dining Services and SLUG, the
year's theme of "sustainability"
may be several steps closer to
becoming a reality.

CASE honors LU with national fundraising award
Staff Writer

Recently, the Council for
Advancement and Support of
Education (CASE) honored Lawrence
with a 2008 Circle of Excellence
award for Educational Fundraising.
This prestigious award, in the category of Overall Improvement, was
based on diverse criteria, including quality of fundraising programs,
creativity, use of resources and the
impact the university has on its
internal and external communities.
The award incorporates input and
satisfaction ratings from alumni,
parents, students, faculty and staff
of the university.
Lawrence was one of only a handful of schools chosen from a pool of
more than 3,500 entries from 766
institutions to receive the "Overall
Improvement" award. According
to Cal Husmann, Vice President of
Development and Alumni Relations,
"this award comes during a major
capital campaign for the university."
Lawrence has raised over 101 million
dollars during the last three years.
The national recognition may help
to bolster and support the university
as it enters the "Light More Light"
fundraising campaign, beginning
later this fall.
The CASE award was based on
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Lawrence's improvement between the
fiscal years 2005 and 2007. In 2005,
the university raised $7,474,000 in
gifts and increased the amount to
$21,345,000 in 2007. During the survey years, 49 percent of all donations
were from alumni. Lawrence has consistently ranked among the nation's
best when it comes to alumni donations and involvement in the university. In 2007, the national average
for alumni gifts was 26.8 percent,
according to Target Analytics Index
of Higher Education Fundraising
Performance.
"Lawrence University is an
excellent school," said Husmann.
"Students get first rate educational experiences…we have great
academic and artistic programs."
People want to support Lawrence
because of the education and wealth
of opportunities it provides for its
students, faculty and alumni. "The
bulk of donations, 92 percent, comes
from individuals, and the majority of those gifts are from alumni,"
said Husmann. Husmann shares the
views of former university president,
Richard Warch, that, "if the alumni
don't support the university, why
should anyone else?"
The CASE award does not take
into account the university's most
recent victory, a record breaking
$31.4 million raised during the 2007-
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2008 fiscal year. This record-setting
amount is the largest in Lawrence's
history and is a 47 percent improvement over the previous year's totals.
According to Husmann, the victory
is due to long-standing development
of fundraising efforts and significant gifts and bequests from alumni
and other individuals committed to
Lawrence.
To continue this significant
fundraising achievement and excellence, Husmann and his colleagues
are focusing on the long term. Their
first priority is to educate students
about philanthropy and to develop
an influential relationship between
the university and those whose lives
it touches.
Second, the university wants to
develop meaningful relationships
with alumni and constituents to
engage them in the current Lawrence
community and connect with gift-giving individuals on a personal level.
Third, they plan to showcase
student work and achievements and
show the rest of the Lawrence community what the university is about
today. The key to fundraising excellence is to engage everyone touched
by the university and to bridge the
gap between today's students and
those of days gone by.

Day: Partly Cloudy, 72˚F
Night: Partly Cloudy, 55˚F
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Fall colors and falling leaves mark the passage of time on campus.

Lawrentians head north
to research on icefield
Dylan Reed-Maxfield
Staff Writer
Last year's long and bracing winter may have had some of us pining
for the warmth of summer, but Emily
Thiem ('08), Ben Kraemer ('08) and
Andrew Siliski ('09) were unfazed
— they decided to spend nine weeks
from late June to late August on
a glacier. The trio of Lawrentians
participated in the Juneau Icefield
Research Program (JIRP), which has
monitored the Juneau Icefield in
Alaska and British Columbia since
1946.
Every summer, JIRP sends 70100 students, professors and professional scientists on a 150-mile

trip across the Western Hemisphere's
fifth largest ice field. In addition
to contributing research to the 60year-old database maintained by the
program, the students attend lectures and complete coursework on
a wide range of related subjects
including geology, glaciology, meteorology, geophysics, geobotany and
surveying.
After a week of orientation and
safety training in Juneau, the students hiked to the first of several
of generator-powered cabins that
served as their camps, lecture halls
and research facilities. From then

See Icefield on page 2

In Other News …
MEXICO CITY — Salvador Vergara
Cruz, mayor of a large resort town
outside Mexico City, was killed
by hooded assassins armed with
semi-automatic rifles as he drove
with other officials toward his
home city of Ixtapan de la Sal
Saturday afternoon. The killing of
a sitting elected official may turn
out to be one of the more significant political slayings in the
country's raging drug war, not so
much because of who he was but
what his death represented. State
prosecutors say Vergara was killed
because he refused to allow drug
gangs to move into his city and
operate freely.
— Los Angeles Times

TENNESSEE — A federal grand
jury has indicted University of
Tennessee student David Kernell,
whose apartment was recently
raided by the FBI, in connection
with the hacking of Alaska Gov.
Sarah Palin's private Yahoo! e-mail
account. The indictment charges
that Kernell figured out how to gain
access to Palin's e-mail account,
changed the password to "popcorn," and then posted the new
password on the Web for others
to see. If convicted, Kernell faces
a maximum of five years in prison,
a $250,000 fine and a three-year
term of supervised release.
— www.washingtonpost.com

WASHINGTON — The American
Red Cross said Tuesday it will
receive $100 million in emergency
funding from Congress to replenish its disaster relief reserves,
which were depleted as the char-

ity plunged into debt to provide
shelter, food and other services
during a string of hurricanes this
summer.
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— The Washington Post
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NACAC evaluates admissions requirements
Lindsey Ahlen
for The Lawrentian

Steve Syverson is very passionate
about his job at Lawrence University.
Through his position as the Vice
President of Enrollment and Dean
of Admissions and Financial Aid,
he has enriched our university with
great students who have contributed
their passions to Lawrence.
He is currently representing our
university through his position on
the National Association for College
Admission Counseling’s Commission
on the Use of Standardized Tests in
Undergraduate Admission.
The commission is in the spotlight as a result of a report they
released encouraging less emphasis
on standardized testing as an admission requirement. An article that
cited the report was published in
The New York Times.

Icefield
continued from page 1
on, the group cross-country skied
between camps, which were located anywhere from 17 to 22 miles
apart. At the end of the summer,
they hiked out into Atlin, BC,
which is 150 miles from any other
town. A bus and a ferry carried
them back to Juneau.
Siliski worked on a team that
took mass balance readings, which
compare amounts of melting to
precipitation levels to determine
at what rate a glacier is growing
or shrinking. Much of the work
for the mass balance team included skiing several miles to sites
where they would dig pits up to
6.5 meters deep and four meters
across. The pits were needed to

“One of the original goals of the
SAT and ACT [was] to help level the
playing field for college admission,”
Syverson said.
“[The SAT and ACT] used to
serve this purpose but are less effective in doing so now, because of the
billion dollar test prep industry” that
creates advantages for those who
can afford extra testing and preparation courses.
Concerns about standardized
testing and the misuse of the test
prompted NACAC to create the commission about a year-and-a-half ago.
Each of the fifteen members on the
commission had specific concerns
with standardized testing.
Overall, the commission’s report
acknowledges the value of standardized tests, but is critical of the misuse and overemphasis of testing.
The commission does not say that
test prep does not work, but caucalculate the meters of water
equivalency, or total precipitation, that had fallen over winter.
Besides research, students
were also responsible for a number of their own field projects
— Siliski described mapping an
ice cave that ran through the bottom of a glacier.
Siliski felt he learned a lot scientifically from JIRP, but was also
moved simply by the remoteness
of the area in which he had the
chance to study. "I was standing in
a place not many people have ever
been," he said. "These were places
people would expect to see on
the Discovery Channel. I was just
thinking, 'Wow, I'm actually here.'
It's a whole different experience
going there and doing and seeing
it yourself."

tions that typical score increases are
minimal.
The report goes on to encourage
colleges to critically review the actual
value of the tests in their admission
process. “If it truly adds substantial
value, great; if not, then the college
should see if there is a better way of
doing it,” said Syverson.
“The origins of standardized
testing began in the 1900s. The tests
have only been around for about
one-third of Lawrence’s history,”
said Syverson.
Lawrence University’s policy on
SAT and ACT submission became a
test-optional policy three years ago.
Those who elect not to submit their
scores are asked to submit after
matriculation for research purposes.
Research done at Bates College
found that the difference between a
submitter’s GPA and a non-submitter’s GPA at Bates varied only fivehundredths of a grade point, and
the graduation rates differed only a
tenth of a percent.
The difference between those
who submitted test scores and those

who did not was 160 points. Syverson
said that the tests only tend to correlate strongly with the student’s GPA
“at the end of the freshman year.”
Syverson and the commission
are now working on promoting the
idea of test-optional admissions
requirements. At many colleges the
test-optional approach appears to
benefit the institution through larger
applicant pools, usually including
more women, minority groups and
international students.
As Syverson travels the country
recruiting new students, he is looking at something other than their
test scores. Standardized testing
does not always work well for students whose strengths are in creative
learning, music, visual arts and independent thinking.
In the Jossey-Bass monograph “Key Issues in New Student
Enrollment: New Directions for
Student Services,” Syverson writes,
“There was life before standardized
tests, just as there will likely be life
after standardized tests.”
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What’s on your iPod Hiett 407?
Brent Nathan, Paul Stevens, Bryce Schuler, David Hamilton
1. “What’s Your Name Little Girl?”
Lynrd Skynyrd
Good for most social settings.
2. “The Greatest,” Kenny Rogers
One Word: Inspirational!
3. “Firebird Fly” Little Big Town
Little Big Town is a great group
with strong harmonies and a nontwangy country sound, sometimes
comparable to Fleetwood Mac or the
Eagles. While Little Big Town is best
known for their song “Boondocks,”
“Firebird Fly” has more of a rock and
roll feel that makes you want to “...
leave it all behind.”
4. “Viva la Vida,” Coldplay
I have not been a fan of Coldplay,
but they redefined themselves with
their new album, “Viva la Vida or

Death and All His Friends.” With its
meaningful lyrics, strings, chimes
and an entirely new sound, Viva
la Vida is a great song on a good
album.
5. “Think,” Aretha Franklin
No music list is complete without Aretha. Her powerhouse vocals
set her apart from nearly everyone
else, and her soulful sound is infectious. Because of the musicality of
this song and because Aretha makes
you believe what she is singing, this
is one of my favorites.
6. “(Theme From) Chariots of Fire,”
The Bad Plus
Drummer-composer Dave King
has come to the LU coffeehouse with
his other group Happy Apple several times in recent memory. I have

LUCC General Council
Election Results
District 1: Colman/Brokaw/Off-Campus
Elizabeth (Ellie) Crean
Patrick (P.J.) McMonagle

District 2: Hiett/Ormsby
Justin Happ
Ranga Wimalasuriya
Jared Padway

District 3: Plantz/Union Street
Mari Tsugawa
A special election will be held to elect a second Plantz
representative — contact Dan Crouse (croused@lawrence.
edu) if you are interested in running.

District 4: Kohler/Alton Street
Isake Smith
Xiao Hong Zhang

District 5: Quadrangle
Silvio Marquez

District 6: Sage/John Street
Kaleesha Rajamantri
Megan (Skylar) Kogelschatz

District 7: Trever/Executive Houses
Wesley Hendrickson
Murtaza Amiryar

been transfixed with Dave’s musical
expression through the drums and
am hooked on his other trio, The
Bad Plus, with their modern avantgarde jazz covers of “Iron Man,”
“Smells Like Teen Spirit,” and “We
Are the Champions” Besides, I just
watched the movie “Chariots of Fire”
and run a lot for the other LUCC.
7. “Dancing Queen,” ABBA
No dance party at Lawrence is
ever complete without this classic.
8. “Jack Sparrow,” Hans Zimmer,
composer
“Jack Sparrow” is the first track
of “Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead
Man’s Chest” and encompasses
most of the themes of the movie
throughout. It’s 6:07 long and every
second is an epic adventure as epic

as the movie itself.
9. “My Curse,” KillSwitch Engage
While this metal band is known
for their screaming tendencies, this
song has some incredible guitar riffs
and the words behind the song are
nothing short of amazing as well. A
perfect song to air guitar and head
bang to.
10. “The Final Countdown,”
Europe
There just isn’t much I want
to do in the world after I hear this
song, except: A) Run 5 miles, B) Add
a major or C) Vote Nov. 4!

Voter registration
misconceptions,
beware!
by Michael Schreiber
Copy Editor

A common misconception among
college students is that registering to
vote at college will somehow affect
eligibility for financial aid or affect
parents’ tax benefits. Fortunately,
this misconception has no basis in
fact.
According to the Brennan Center
for Justice at New York University
School of Law, neither taxes nor
financial aid will be impacted by a
student’s voting registration.
Stated simply on the Brennan
Center Web site at http://www.brennancenter.org, “Where you register
to vote will not affect any of your
federal financial aid, including Pell
Grants, Perkins and Stafford Loans,
Academic Competitive Grants,
SMART Grants, and other federal
loans. It will also not affect whether
you are considered your parents’
dependent for FAFSA purposes.”
As to tax benefit eligibility, the
Brennan Center offers the following,
saying, “If you make less than $3,500
in a year and your parents provide
more than half of your support ... for
that year, you are a qualifying relative and are your parents’ dependent
no matter where you live.”
So, if as a student you are told
to think twice before registering to
vote, know your rights before you
sacrifice a chance to affect this pivotal election.
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Crossing the border: a summer spent in Ghana
Melody Moberg
for The Lawrentian

In June, senior Harjinder Bedi
boarded a plane for Ghana with
little more than a backpack and his
trumpet. However, despite his light
packing, he was well prepared for an
incredible summer. Bedi also brought
a passion for sustainable agriculture
and West African drumming, and
perhaps most importantly, a comfort in facing the unpredictable.
This summer, Bedi volunteered
at a school in the capital of Accra,
volunteered at an organic farm in
rural central Ghana, studied traditional drumming and dance in
the Volta region, and explored the
country both with a group and just
traveling with a friend. The trip was
funded in part through a Summer
Volunteer Opportunity Grant.
Bedi’s interest in Ghana began
over the last few years, through
his involvement in the Lawrence
University Percussion Ensemble.
Nani Agbeli, a guest artist from
Madison specializing in West African
drumming, organized a three-week
trip to the Dagbe Cultural Center
in Ghana for interested students
to study traditional drumming and
dance. Three other LU students,
Reed Flygt, Greg Woodard and Evan
Jacobson, joined Bedi for the trip.
For Bedi, a three-week trip was

too short. During the winter, he
Bedi left Accra in a cramped for his family and sold some extra
researched volunteer opportunities public transportation van for a small for a little money,” Bedi said. “Nearly
in Ghana that he could pursue in farming village in the central region every evening we harvested a few
addition to his musical study.
of Ghana, where he volunteered for cassava and plantains for dinner as
An active member of Greenfire, two weeks at a WWOOF certified we left the fields. Nana would always
Bedi is passay, ‘Everything’s
s i o n a t e
better when it’s
about
the
from the farm to
environment
the fire.’”
and sustain“It’s that sort
able, organic
of idea — that
agriculture.
sort of direct
Through the
relationship
World Wide
between people
Opportunities
and their envion
Organic
ronment — that
Farms
proreally interests
gram, he disme,” Bedi added.
covered
an
After volunorganic farm
teering at the
in
Ghana
organic farm,
where
he
Bedi spent two
could volunweeks
studyteer.
ing traditional
T h e
drumming with
coordinator
Nani Agbeli in
of
WWOOF
his village. Then,
Ghana is also
Photo courtesy of Harjinder Bedi the group travthe program Bedi divided his time in Ghana between volunteering, studying, percussion, and experiencing Ghanaen culture. eled for a week,
director of the
seeing
music
Anne-Marie International School, a farm nestled in the costal jungle. performances and sights throughout
private school in part of Accra help- There, he “did what needed to be the country.
ing students receive a solid educa- done” — everything from harvesting
Finally, Bedi and Jacobson spent
tion to which they might not ordi- okra, to working in rice paddies and three weeks traveling to western and
narily have access. Bedi was able to cacao fields.
northern parts of the country. They
volunteer at the school for his first
“The owner of the farm, a man went to the largest open-air market
two weeks in Ghana.
named Nana, just made enough food in West Africa, a national park in the

After the Bubble bursts:
The life of former Editor in Chief Peter Gillette
Peter Gillette
for The Lawrentian

Since leaving Lawrence two-anda-half years ago, I have realized
how little I learned, but how much I
learned about.
It was not my professors’ faults
that I did not “learn” all that much
— it was mine. As a double-degree
trumpet and English major, I seemed
to spend too much time practicing
and rehearsing to study, and too
much time studying to practice. And
I had a bad Lawrentian habit that did
not help matters.
And yet, I think it was a great
education. I am now finishing up
a master’s degree in trumpet from
the University of Iowa and about to
officially begin a doctorate here in
historical musicology.
And now, on dozens of occasions, I have begun revisiting the
books, theories and notes from
“back in the day,” and they are often
quite helpful to my research, or my
mind’s exercising of itself.
Just three weeks ago, a medieval music professor brought up the
notion of “palimpsest,” a layer of text
under another. I ran across it both in
a Latin course and, incredulously,
geology, where Marcia Bjørnerud
uses palimpsest as a governing met-

aphor for earth as written history.
Let us just say I barely passed either
class, but I still “process” them.
You see, there is no reason to be
in such a hurry. There are a lot of
great books and gobs of great equations in the world to tackle. There is
more music to learn and to perform,

Photo courtesy of The Lawrentian archives

there are new techniques to get comfortable with and there is a whole
lifetime in which to do it.
I still sometimes question why
I spread myself thin. I learned the
most, perhaps, from John Daniel, my
trumpet professor. He approaches
the trumpet through the lens of
mastery, and relates everything in
his life to a single-minded quest for
perfection.
I learned about mastery from
him, but it took me some time away
from the Bubble to realize that mas-

tery, perfection, whatever you want
to call it, takes a unique combination
of patience and impatience — you
have got your whole life to get there,
but ... where are you headed right
now?
Being in grad school, straddling
academic and performance work,
however, can make me feel like
“Arrested Development’s” Buster
Bluth from time to time: I will probably end up with 25 years of schooling
when all is said and done. Will I have
something to show for it, financially,
morally, spiritually, physically?
Who knows? Who cares? There’s
a credit crisis on. I will keep teaching
music history to bored undergraduates one day a week and tooting my
horn until it all blows over. I think
I will be safe until the used-book
market bottoms out.
Finally, one piece of “social”
advice: Do not move with your
three Hiett quadmates into a flat in
Chicago, Boston, Madison or Seattle
... at least not right away.
Shake off your Bubble-dentity
for at least a short time, and then
try to reconstruct a new life that you
want. Do not get me wrong, all of my
closest friends are Lawrentians, but
hey — you have got to have some
time to separate the wheat from the
chaff.

Words of Wisdom
"Anyone can do any amount of work provided it isn't the work
he is supposed to be doing at the moment."
Robert Benchley

"A citizen of America will cross the ocean to fight for democracy,
but won't cross the street to vote in a national election."
Bill Vaughan

northern savannah, and both Nana’s
farm and the school again.
When asked what the best part
of his trip was, the answer did not
come easily to Bedi.
“Not one part was the best,”
Bedi explained. “I try to take meaning from all the things I was doing,
even those experiences that didn’t
turn out as expected, such as having a pretty close call in a hospital
for three days. I am grateful for the
diversity and depth of the experiences I had. I got to be in a lot of different places, but stay long enough
that it wasn’t just blowing through.”
Bedi’s experiences in Ghana also
sparked his academic and musical
interests. As a double-degree student studying music education and
anthropology, he intends to focus
his upper-level anthropology seminar and research project on his
experiences in Ghana.
Additionally, he intends to return
to Ghana where he will continue
study for an independent honor’s
project in ethnomusicology.
Later this year, Bedi will also
organize a concert or concert series
to raise money for the Anne-Marie
School, which needs funding to finish its roof.
Bedi suggests that Lawrentians
apply for SVOG and other grants,
and “make experiences happen!”

Lawrence welcomes...
by Nicole Capozzielo
Features Editor

Curt Lauderdale

Cloistered in a corner
room in the Memorial Union basement now sits the office of Curt
Lauderdale, the new assistant dean
of students for campus life.
Oddly enough, Lauderdale, a
Lawrence alumnus, is no stranger
to this bit of campus, as dimly lit
and ungodly hot as it can sometimes be.
As a student manager of the
coffeehouse during his time here,
Lauderdale spent hours in this
underground gem, some unfortunately spent doing inventory in the
back room of the basement.
In addition to this excitement,
Lauderdale was heavily involved
in residence life while dabbling in
music. After graduating in 2001,
Lauderdale stayed on as a hall
director, spending two years in
Plantz and then opening Hiett
Hall.
Afterward, armed with a
passion for working in student
affairs and years of experience,
Lauderdale headed to Washington,
D.C., where he spent the following four years. There, he pursued
a master’s degree in education
and human development with concentration in higher education at
George Washington University.
During this time, he also worked
in residence life at Georgetown,
taking on the role of hall director
of a 400-person hall.
As a D.C. resident, Lauderdale
enjoyed the “important feeling” of
the city and had the honor of taking a West Wing tour of the White
House.
During his fourth and final
year in D.C., he began looking
at jobs, stumbling upon the one
at Lawrence. In the summer, he
moved back, thus beginning his

Photo courtesy of Lawrence University

first ever job that was not a live-in
affair.
In layman’s terms, Lauderdale’s
job involves, among other things,
RLA training and programming,
LUCC advising, and a ton of student contact.
If you have not seen him
around yet, you doubtless will
soon. Though you cannot expect
natural light if and when you visit
his office, you can feast your eyes
on a wealth of bouncy balls —
2,500 to be exact — a gift from an
RA staff in D.C.
With his new job, Lauderdale
enjoys the comfort of walking to
work and, alas, also enjoys being
able to see what separating his
personal life and work is like.
Thus far, this luxury has
allowed him to become more wellread, counterbalanced by the guilty
pleasure of watching bad TV.
Though he has yet to have
much time, he is hoping to do
some local travel as well as get
home to Elkhorn, Wis. to see his
family.
If not in his current occupation, Lauderdale would either be
a treasure hunter or bad stand-up
comic.
Because choosing between
these two occupations may prove
too difficult, he just may have to
stay here for a while.
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The secret lives of our profs
Megan Pickett on constellations and cartoons
Naveed Islam

was no stranger. Her father was
president of St. John Fisher College
at Rochester, NY and, having been
exposed to the intellectual environment, she felt at home on campus.
Pickett was a visiting professor at Valparaiso University for a
year to learn the ropes before going

to Appleton and becoming a member
for The Lawrentian
of the Lawrence faculty.
As Associate Professor of Physics
at Lawrence, she is particularly interAt the age of 12, Megan Pickett
ested in the origin of the solar sysdiscovered the constellations in H.A.
tem. Together with Marcia Bjørnerud
Rey’s “The Stars: A New Way To
of the geology department and Ron
See Them,” a book given to her
Peck of LU’s biology faculty, she is
by her brother. Rey’s constellation
planning a new course that hopes
diagrams, which resemble cartoonto explore the origin of the Earth
like depictions of the animals after
and of life, which has been one
which they were named, was revoof the chief focuses of NASA’s
lutionary at the time the book was
research in recent years.
published. To the young Pickett,
In her spare time, along with
however, it “looked a lot like spadrawing cartoons, she also writes
ghetti.”
short stories. One of her pieces,
Her early interest in astronomy
titled “Free,” will appear in an
took her from her suburban home
anthology called “Gendered Hearts”
to a doctorate in astrophysics from
in April. Aside from drawing and
Indiana University to NASA and
writing she also enjoys playing
finally to Room 105 Youngchild
World of Warcraft and Guitar Hero
Hall.
with her children.
After graduating from Mount
Staples in her book collecCarmel High School in 1984, Pickett
tion include David Sedaris and
enrolled at Cornell University, class
the “Cthulu” books. Her collection
of 1988. While pursuing her physics
of stuffed Cthulu rests on her
major, she also served as a cartoonoffice table in Youngchild. She has
ist for the Cornell Lunatic, a campus
also read Alan Moore’s acclaimed
humor magazine. Following Cornell
Photo by Katie Langenfeld graphic novel, “Watchmen,” which
and her doctorate in astrophysics,
is getting the movie treatment in
she joined NASA’s Ames Research Megan Pickett, in Victorian attire, pauses for a portrait.
March 2009. Having seen the trailer
Center. “It was a neat time for me,”
to Purdue University Calumet in for the upcoming film, Pickett admits
says Pickett of her work at Ames.
However, teaching drew her back 2000 as an Associate Professor of that she is excited but cautions, “It
to university life, a life to which she Physics. Finally, in 2006, she moved could still suck.”

From London, with love
Jen Cox and Laura Zuege
for The Lawrentian

Laura’s little blurb:
At the heart of many students’
Lawrence experience for nearly 40
years has been a term or two spent
studying abroad at Lawrence’s own
London Centre. London is known to
the world as a cosmopolitan center
of artistic, business, cultural and
intellectual activity, which makes
it an ideal setting for this Lawrence
campus. Students gain Lawrence
credit for experiential courses that
encourage engaging the city as a
primary source and using London
as a text. Having been a student at
the London Centre myself, and later
working at the Centre for three
years, I can attest to the potential
for transformative personal and
intellectual growth the London
Centre offers students through
courses, exploration and travel
opportunities over the course of a
term where you can truly become
a Londoner.
Jen’s little blurb:
I studied at the London Centre
spring term of my sophomore year
despite harrowing tales of the
buckets of rain London received
in the spring. It was my first time
overseas and first time out of
the country if you don’t count
a seventh-grade orchestra trip to
Toronto and a whirlwind day just
across the border in Mexico on a
family vacation.
We were told upon arriving at
Heathrow airport, which is like a
secret British Airways-dominated
clubhouse nowadays, to head into
the city to the Gloucester Road tube
stop via the Picadilly Line — “Blue”
on that chaotic map of the London
Underground.
I vividly remember the look

on the face of the man at the airport info desk when I walked up
and asked, naively, “Which way to
Gloucester Road?”
He directed me, with the help of
other chuckling information gurus
at the desk, to the tube station
connected to the airport. I spread
out my plethora of baggage on the
seats next to me on the empty train
and opened my London Centre
information packet for some lastminute reading.
It was less than a half an hour
before people started crowding
onto the train and asking me, in
that token British politeness, to
move my things. In no time, I was
barely visible under my baggage as
I tried desperately to keep it from
falling on the people next to me.
I stopped three times during the
four-block walk down Gloucester
Road to the London Centre, sweaty,
exhausted and silently cursing
myself for packing my entire life.
As I collapsed onto the steps
of 7 Brechin Place, I felt as though
I’d run a marathon, or at least
journeyed farther than I ever had
before. Ten weeks later, I was
silently laughing to myself when I
saw tourists on the train with their
sprawling luggage and eyes fixated
on the tube map I had practically
memorized.
More than just a student
abroad, during that term I became
a Londoner. I overcame umbrella
incidents and getting lost in less
posh areas of London than South
Kensington, I never left home without a newspaper and my ‘A to Z’
of the city. I knew how to pay with
only coins, I said “Cheers” more
than “Thanks,” and I knew that no
matter what, I could get any night
bus home from Trafalgar Square.
When I think back to those first
moments in London, I am struck

by how far I had come by the time
I left. I realize how valuable of an
experience it is to challenge your
comfort zones, learn a new style
of life and make the best out of
any situation. However, one lesson
I can’t seem to get through my
head is that whole ‘packing light’
thing ...
Almost three years later, I have
travelled to 10 countries overseas
and been back to London four
times. As the new London Centre
RHD, I am thrilled to begin sharing
my experiences with Lawrence students who get to have those same
feelings of uncertainty and excitement I felt when I first arrived.
More than any other aspect of
Lawrence, I feel like studying at the
London Centre influenced my life,
attitude and confidence. I can’t wait
to welcome this year’s students to
London and I urge every Lawrentian
to consider studying abroad, especially in the unique environment of
an overseas sister campus like the
London Centre!

More Info:
Interested in getting more info
about Lawrence’s London Centre?
Look at the London Centre Web site
http://www.lawrence.edu/academics/offcampus/london/.
You can also contact Laura
Zuege ‘02, off-campus programs
coordinator in the International
House.
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A culinary forage into the UP
Jamie Gajewski
Staff Writer

The Pasty Koop, located at 135
E. Wisconsin Avenue, has served pasties — made famous by the Upper
Peninsula — in its corner store for
the past 13 years. In June, Kay and
Bill Glass purchased the Koop from
its former owner. The couple not
only inherited the space and recipes,
but also its regulars.
Pasties originated in Cornwall,
England where they were consumed
by miners.
“It’s a complete meal,” explained
Kay. “The pasties stayed warm for
a long time so the miners slipped
them into their pockets and brought
them into the mines.”
Pasties began to appear in the
Upper Peninsula once English settlers moved into the area. The settlers continued not only to tunnel deep into the earth in order to
extract minerals, but also to consume traditional pasties.
The Pasty Koop offers two sizes
of pasties, regular and large, which
have a variety of fillings. Another
option is the “Yooper,” a pasty that
contains five pounds of beef and can
feed four to six hungry people.
A customer who came into the
Koop recommended the beef-andgreen-pepper pasty. He described
pasties as “a stew within a crust.”
While most of the pasties
contained meat, I was pleasantly
surprised to see a few vegetarian
options as well. In fact, I sampled the
garden-with-cheddar pasty, and it
was the perfect lunch on a blustery,
Appleton day.
Besides fresh-from-the-oven pasties, the Koop offers Yooper-style
candies, Baroni’s spaghetti sauce,
Vollwerth’s meat products and
Trenary Toast.
These products cater to the
Koop’s customers, the majority of
whom are former Yoopers.

SLUG,
Harvest Dinner was
delicious. Thank you!
-- Campus

After buying the Pasty Koop
from its former owner, Kay repainted and took down a lot of the store’s
decorations because of the strangeness of the objects brought in by
customers.
However, there are a few Yooper
relics still gracing the walls along
with a map of the Upper Peninsula.
Kay originally hails from
Marquette, Mich. and moved to
Wisconsin with her husband when
he began looking for another job.
Her real passion is baking and she
has already begun to sell bars and
cookies in the Koop.
She hopes to add more baked
goods to the menu soon. Another
new addition will be a Web site,
allowing people from all over the
United States, as well as the world,
to enjoy frozen pasties.
Currently, the Koop will complete special orders with 24 hours
of notice. Sometimes these orders
can be a bit challenging, such as in
the case of a client who cannot have
cream.
In the garden pasty, which I
enjoyed along with my roommate
Nicole, the binding agent is cream
of mushroom soup. Needless to say,
making pasties has its challenges.
Another customer stopped by
for his daily pasty while I was at
the Koop. Sliding a pasty punch
card smoothly along the counter, he
admitted to being a regular, although
he was not so set in his ways as to
consume the same pasty each visit.
Kay mentioned that her favorite regular is a local police officer,
although she did not disclose his
name.
The Pasty Koop is open Tuesday
through Friday from 6 a.m. to 6
p.m. and Saturdays 6 a.m. to 2 p.m.
As winter approaches, instead of
staying cooped up, head over to the
Pasty Koop for a toasty breakfast,
lunch or dinner.

Small, affordable
couch of my dreams,
Wherever you are in
Appleton, please report
to Phi Delt 202
immediately.

From our kitchen to yours:
Guest chef Chris McGeorge

Chris McGeorge
Guest Chef

Banana muffins make for a
great breakfast or snack. The warm
notes of cinnamon and nutmeg seem
to be fall flavors, and they really
come through in this recipe. You
can also take one piece of fruit per
meal from Downer, so your bananas
could be free.
Ingredients:
1 1/2 C All-Purpose Flour
1/2 teaspoon Baking Soda
1/2 teaspoon Salt
1/4 teaspoon Baking Powder
1/2 teaspoon Cinnamon
1/4 teaspoon Nutmeg
1 C Sugar
1/2 C Vegetable Oil
2 Eggs
1 3/4 teaspoon Vanilla
2 Bananas, Pureed

2. Add the vegetable oil, eggs, vanilla and bananas. Stir until mixed
well.
3. Portion into lined muffin tins and
bake at 350 degrees for 20 minutes.
You can test them by inserting a
toothpick into the center of the
muffin. When it comes out clean,
they are done.
These muffins are especially
good when topped with cream
cheese icing and chopped walnuts.

1. Mix the dry ingredients together.
Photo courtesy of Chris McGeorge
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Presidential Idol: Wisconsin Edition
Mac Watson

Opinions & Editorials Editor

Registering to vote in Wisconsin
is easier than in almost any other
state. You could sleep through all
of your classes, Downer-sit for more
than two hours and still make it to
the polls by 8 p.m.
Lawrence University provides
shuttles to the polls for those too
lazy to walk three blocks, it literally takes less time and money than
driving a friend to McDonald’s to
watch him eat. The only additional
supplies it requires are a verifiable
mailing address and a hint of patriotic duty.
Think about how many times
you have been dragged along to

time-consuming activities that you
did not want to be a part of and that
had no pertinence to your life.
If everyone on this campus converted a ninth of their “Facebook
time” into “voting time” every
month, we would be the most active
1,400 voters in the nation.
No polls serve delicious 4,000calorie meals, but some candidates
may help your ability to eat something other than fast food and
Downer now that your dining dollars are gone.
Maybe, at the end of the day, an
“I voted” sticker and a role in the
democratic process is more rewarding than a bloated stomach and salty
breath.
Voting is also easy to do because
everyone is constantly reminded of

his or her privilege to vote. Attractive
celebrities cannot be bothered to
come to campus to encourage students to do anything except to vote.
Our country is somehow disgusted by attractive, ignorant famous
people telling us how to vote, but
millions of sports fans tolerate
those women who announce games
from the sideline and know nothing
about athletics.
It seems voting is the only idea
so repugnant that most Americans,
who waste hours of their lives gossiping about people who get famous
for looking good, cannot be convinced to get out of their La-Z-Boys
and check a box for someone they
think is okay.
Britney Spears
may be one of the
most
searched
phrases on Google,
but
the
minute Adam Brody
speaks up, America
is offended.
Few
people
would even try to
contest the ease
of voting in our
great state, with
its old socialist
leanings and progressive traditions,
but unlike the Fox
people, our founding fathers did not
make it possible to
vote over the telephone.
Young people
voted for American
Idol in record
numbers, but this

probably had nothing to do with the
telephone voting system but rather,
everything to do with the fact that
Kelly Clarkson knows more about
the Supreme Court than Sarah Palin.
Unfortunately, American Idol
voters are also much more accepting
than the national electorate, voting
for several contestants in the show's
short history who were not old, rich,
skinny white men. Both sets of voters, however well-informed, have a
soft spot for nice smiles and stylish
haircuts — Joe Biden?
Voting has ceased to be an
important part of our culture. Even
though I have watched every single
presidential debate since I could

talk and have never seen an episode
of American Idol, I can still rifle off
the names of American Idol winners more readily than past vice
presidents.
We are a nation of People not
The Atlantic Monthly or The New
Republic.
All you need to do to combat
this consumer culture is read a little
unbiased news, then hop on a free
shuttle with your student ID and the
most recent letter from your grandmother and check a box.
It might even be easier than
determining which American Idol
contestant sang the best Carole King
cover.

“Prince.”

Photo poll by Sarah Page

PHOTO
POLL

- Colt Cunningham

“W ho
would you
select as
your vice
president? ”

"Captain Planet."

"Fidel Castro."

- Alex Macartney

- Ernie Ji
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Staff Editorial
Respect for community
Part of the reason students choose small schools
like Lawrence is for the nurturing environment and
strong sense of community. Lawrence affords us
the ability to not only know almost all of our peers,
but also to forge strong relationships with alumni.
Everyone who ever went to Lawrence is involved in
our educational experience.
Respect is imperative to the proper function of
a supportive community like ours. We not only need
to respect other people for their contributions to our
university, but also to respect ourselves enough not
to disregard others around us. College is a time for
broadening horizons and growing as a community,
but also living independently and making decisions
for ourselves. The hateful incidents in Plantz and
the dangerous greasing of the stairs in Hiett show
a blatant disregard for any sense of community
and a refusal to mature together based on shared
experience, the very learning our liberal arts college

strives to offer.
The most disturbing thing about each of these
incidents, though seemingly very different in character, is they reveal a failure of our common educational goals. The anonymous slurs in Plantz and
dangerous pranks in Hiett show an immature lack
of respect for all fellow students, and more disturbingly, an inability to acknowledge responsibility for
personal actions. A small, personal community like
Lawrence is a perfect place to learn how to take
responsibility for one’s actions and beliefs. The
greasing of the stairs in Hiett was petty and broad,
and the hate in Plantz was cutting and pointed,
and both were anonymous. Acts like this show a
disregard for the sense of community the rest of the
campus is trying to forge. If campus rules, and more
importantly, communal respect are not enough to
regulate our community, there is not much hope for
more campus unity.

Letter to the Editor
night, but in broad daylight as
well.
We in the Plantz community
are shocked and outraged that any
student would target another in
this way. Every person has the right
to free speech, but with that right
comes responsibility. We are disappointed that a student here would
violate the trust of our community
in such a cowardly manner.
We call for the Lawrence campus to be a No-Hate Zone. This
means that if we hear something
discriminatory — no matter how
small the comment — we speak out
against it immediately. Being a part
of a community requires showing

maturity and taking responsibility.
Be proud and unafraid of who you
are. Show everyone the respect
they deserve.
Tolerance. Trust. Safety. That’s
all we ask for.
Signed,

The Plantz Community

by Will Muessig

Op-Art

“Hey, meet me at Downer.” “At
the con, back at 10.” “Thanks for
helping me out last night.” “Fags
burn in hell.” “Pole smoker.” “God
hates fags.” “Burn with Satan.”
“Why’d you tell?”
What do all these phrases have
in common? These are all messages that have been written on
dorm room whiteboards since you
arrived on campus two weeks ago.
The last five were specifically
targeted at one of your fellow students living in Plantz Hall. Beyond
this sample of insults and threats,
this student has received repeated
hateful messages on their whiteboard --not only in the dead of

“Senator Palpatine.”

Guilty by association
J.B. Sivanich
Staff Writer

In the past weeks, John McCain’s
poll numbers have been falling
steadily, and the campaign has
responded by going negative. As
Palin put it, “the gloves are coming
off and the heels are coming on.”
The number-one target of this
string of attacks has been Barack
Obama’s “association” with “unrepentant domestic terrorist William
Ayers.” Sean Hannity released
an hour-long opinio-mentary on
Fox News this past Sunday titled
“Obama & Friends: The History of
Radicalism.”
The last name “Ayers” at one
time could be found over 200 times
on National Review Online — usually the home of more intellectual
conservatives. This attack is a pretty
blatant grasp at any straw that will
keep the media cycle off the economy, since that subject only hinders
McCain’s chances.
The attack is thin too, for Ayers
is now a “rehabilitated” — though
still “unrepentant” about his actions,
mind you — member of the Chicago
liberal community and a professor
of education at the University of
Illinois-Chicago.
A recent New York Times article
revealed that though Ayers threw
a “coffee” for Obama’s first run at
public office in the beginning of his
career and served on the same charity board as Obama, the two were
not close.
Personally, I cannot muster
much energy to condone Ayers. Yes,
the Weather Underground enacted
property damage, but we applaud
that when it is part of our national
storyline: the Boston Tea Party. They
went out of their way to make
sure that the bombs they planted
in the NYPD police headquarters,
the Pentagon and the Capitol hurt
no civilians. In the end, it was the
Weathermen who were hurt the
most when a bomb they were building exploded killing three of their
members in 1970.
I do agree that Ayers should
have gone to jail for his actions —
the charges were dropped because
of prosecutorial misconduct.
Guilty by association is a dangerous game for McCain and Palin to
play if it encourages voters to take a
look at people who they have been
hanging around with lately.
On the Monday of the Republican
National Convention, they invited a
man to speak who broke international law to start a war that has
cost the lives of around 90,000 civilians and has displaced many more
under pretenses that turned out to
be false and pretenses that were

“Zach Patrick-Riley because
he's from Alaska!”

- Matt Sennewald
- Erin Watson

“Ernie”
- Mia Daughenbaugh

“Terrence Janicke, '64 because
he's older than five and wiser
than Socrates.”
- Nick Albertini
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manipulated while making the case
for war: George Bush.
On that same night, they had
Dick Cheney speak, a man who provided the “philosophical guidance”
and “flexibility” for the practice
of torture in Guantanamo Bay and
other secret detention centers.
Maybe worse than this is that
Sarah Palin is receiving foreign policy tutoring sessions from former
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger.
This is a man who gave the green
light to Indonesian President
Suharto, in person, the day before
Suharto began the “annexation” of
East Timor which claimed at least
100,000 lives, many killed in indiscriminate rampages which used
arms paid for by the U.S.
Kissinger helped fund the brutal overthrow of the democratically
elected Chilean President Salvador
Allende. Palin's tutor financially
and politically supported a dictator,
even putting his officers on the CIA
bankroll while he ruled over Chile
with torture.
Slinging mud based on acquaintances is a risky tactic for any politician. The practice would probably soil all American presidents
and their close aids in the past 50
years, not just Republican ones. Bill
Clinton continued U.N. economic
sanctions started by George Bush
Sr. against Iraq which, according
to the U.N.’s own numbers, killed
1 million Iraqis through starvation
and other means. John F. Kennedy,
whose national-security policy
Barack Obama evoked in his acceptance speech as the Democratic
presidential candidate, gave names
of suspected communists to the
Baathists in Iraq and helped with
arms as they purged the country of
much of its professional class; the
CIA also gave a 22-year-old Saddam
Hussein his start.
I do not bring up these points
to unilaterally condemn America
over the past 50 years, or to present these events out of their contexts as complex foreign policy and
geopolitical dilemmas. I only mean
to show that America needs to be
honest and questioning about its
imperial streak.
Errors and tragedies have
undoubtedly been created, and
many have slipped past examination due to an illogical patriotic
code of not being able to ask questions of our leaders or hold them
responsible.
By focusing on Ayers as a “radical” and a “terrorist,” McCain and
Palin are missing the point that
much more radical terror has been
waged by America through the past
half century. On that point, Ayers
was right.

The opinions expressed in
these editorials are those
of the students, faculty
and community members
who submitted them. All
facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does
not endorse any opinions
piece except for the staff
editorial, which represents
a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit
their own opinions using the
parameters outlined in the
masthead.
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Lawrence treated to rare jazz display in Chapel
8

Jake Cihla

for The Lawrentian

This past Monday, Lawrence was
treated to a relatively rare event in
the world of jazz: a concert consisting almost entirely of two-piano
duets.
The night featured piano instructor Lee Tomboulian, and Director
of Jazz Studies at the University of
Minnesota-Duluth, Ryan Frane.
Both artists acknowledged that
the concert was a rare occasion for
them as jazz pianists, as one rarely
finds two respectable pianos at a
given gig.
Tomboulian and Frane opened
with Charlie Mingus’ “Free Cellblock
F, ‘tis Nazi USA,” which was a complex exploration of many different
rhythmical styles. The song opened
with a strict four-to-the-bar dirge
that seamlessly morphed into an
Errol Garner-style swing.
They continued with a tune titled
“Lamp is Low,” which was actually
an adaption of Ravel’s “Pavane for a
Dead Princess.”
Following that, they played two
Thelonius Monk tunes, “Trinkle
Tinkle” and “Introspection.”
These pieces were characterized
not only by an excellent interpretation of Monk’s lines and chords, but

also by the incredible use of space
by the accompanying pianist while
the other was soloing.
This allowed for the audience
to see the truly impressive playing
that each player was capable of
producing.
Branford Marsalis’ tune “Trieste”
followed this enjoyable excursion
into the world of Monk.
No concert of Tomboulian’s is
complete without an appearance by
his accordion. In this case, Frane
and Tomboulian collaborated on the
Jaco Pastorius tune “Three Views of
a City/Liberty City.”
Tomboulian made excellent use
of the different registers available
on his accordion, resulting in a high
level of musicality coming from the
unorthodox instrument.
Following this was Danny Zeitlin’s
tune “Upon the Swing,” a highly dissonant, highly complex parody of
the swinging eighth note.
The concert concluded with
appearances from the rest of the
Lawrence Jazz Faculty, Mark Urness,
Dane Richeson, and Tom Washatka.
The quintet played “I Mean You”
from the venerable “Tune of the
Week” book, followed by George
Shearing’s “Conception.”
This last tune was an amazing
reinterpretation of the classic stan-

Neutral Milk Hotel:

Revisiting an old favorite
Alex Schaaf

along, feeling like Mangum is singing
these words to you and no one else.
Starting the album with the line
Most of you are aware of the “When you were young/you were the
“best” albums of the last ten years or King of Carrot Flowers,” Mangum
so, the ones that most critics agree goes on to talk about two-headed
boys floating in jars, communist
are unmatchable.
You may not worship all of them, daughters, and the only girl he has
but you have probably heard of ever loved being born “with roses in
Radiohead’s “OK Computer,” Sufjan her eyes.”
Weaved throughout all of the
Stevens’s “Illinoise,” Wilco’s “Yankee
Hotel Foxtrot,” The Strokes’ “Is This songs is a message of beauty, a pure,
It,” and many more, this not being unfettered message void of irony
and full of earnest, sincere emoeven close to a comprehensive list.
But one that you have not heard tion. Kevin Barnes of the group of
Montreal said of this album, “I feel
of is perhaps one
that Jeff Mangum’s
of the most fiercely
voice on that
worshipped albums
record was a portal
of our generation,
through which the
one that never
animal agony and
reached much visible
maniac joy of the
or public acclaim,
universal human
but one that grabs
spirit found ampliany who hear it
fication.”
and claims them as
Words aside,
life-long, intensely
the instrumentadedicated fans. I’m
tion and producspeaking of “In the
Photo courtesy of Google images tion of this album
Aeroplane
Over
was a major factor
the Sea,” the 1998
in the tremendous response it got
album from Neutral Milk Hotel.
Neutral Milk Hotel was active from critics and fans.
Redefining the idea of “sparse,”
in the mid-to-late 90s, based out of
Athens, Georgia. Led by lead sing- the dominant production of the
er/songwriter Jeff Mangum, they album is Mangum singing over an
released a few EPs and a debut acoustic guitar, keeping the focus on
album, “On Avery Island,” before the singer and the song itself rather
stunning critics and fans alike with than hiding the message behind laytheir second full-length release, “In ers of sound.
The songs often burst into disthe Aeroplane Over the Sea.”
Described as a “spiritually moti- torted, eccentric piles of noise, feavated work,” the album was an turing singing saws, euphoniums,
oblique concept piece based on the accordions, and horns, but the most
beauty to be found in the story of powerful moments come when the
Anne Frank, the good that can come instrumentation is at its simplest.
I know this sounds like many
out of such evil. Rock on, right?
The average listener wouldn’t other music reviews, and you are
pick up on the Anne Frank context, tempted to just shrug it off and go
but anyone could get pulled in by on, but if any review on these pages
Mangum’s surreal-yet-personal lyr- deserves your attention, this is it. I
ics. Your brain is telling you that plead you to go and find a copy of
you have no idea what he is talking this album immediately. I doubt you
about, but your heart is nodding will regret it.

A&E Editor
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Coming to
your senses
Movies
Friday, October 10
“Body of Lies”
“City of Ember”
“The Express”
“Quarantine”

Photo by Tara Atkinson
Lee Tomboulian and the rest of the Lawrence jazz faculty performed in the chapel this past Monday.

dard, employing a disjointed introduction, altered time signatures, and
outstanding solos by all musicians.
The ending of this piece was
especially notable, as the band
wound down from double time to
standard, and finally to half-time,
finishing with a free-floating conclusion.
With Harper Hall still unavailable, the concert was not given the
best sonic treatment possible, as the
Chapel is an abysmal space for small

group jazz.
The two-piano component
sounded decent, but the pieces with
the Lawrence Jazz Faculty practically
turned to sonic mud in a cavernous
space that is much better suited to
symphonic and choral works.
Acoustic complaints aside, this
was one of the best concerts this
reviewer has attended during his
time at Lawrence. One sincerely
hopes that these two-piano concerts
become a tradition at Lawrence.

French film begs for attention
Kirsten Rusinak

Etienne invites everyone for a weekStaff Writer
end at his house in the country,
including Lolita’s new admirer,
Here is a dangerous confes- Sebastian, throwing Sylvia right into
sion: Instead of cringing over the the middle of the tension between
folksy vice-presidential debate this Lolita and her father.
The night of the concert reveals
past Thursday night, I went to the
Wriston auditorium with my room- each character in his or her most
mate and watched “Comme une raw and ruthless form. Sylvia sees
Image” (2004), the first film of the that her husband, by association,
has become no betTournées Festival.
ter than Etienne.
The decision
However, Sylvia is
turned out in my
not the only enlightfavor — I still feel
ened character.
like the film; it was
Lolita, despite
completely witty,
her need for attensensitive, romantic
tion sought through
and thoughtful.
incessant whining
The title directabout her weight,
ly translates to
realizes that she
“Like an Image,”
needs to look beyond
but the chosen title,
her family, to her
“Look at Me,” capromantic and artistures the main contic relationships, for
nection between all
love and genuine
the characters — a
connection.
need for attention.
Sebastian and
Photo courtesy of Google images
The film is
Lolita not only hit it
carried by Lolita
Cassard, an overweight woman in off romantically, but also become
her twenties with a beautiful voice. surrogate parents for one another.
Her father, Etienne Cassard, a suc- Sebastian and Lolita’s relationship
cessful novelist and publisher, does masters both familial and romantic
not care about anyone but himself, love because the two have the same
expectations for each other, unlike
not even Lolita.
Everything in his life is visual Etienne, who demands virtues in oth— even his relationships, with a wife ers that he does not have himself.
The near-empty theater Thursday
only a few years older than Lolita and
friends that only exist to increase the night pulled me straight into the
success of his career. Even Etienne’s glowing screen and into the characwriting, supposedly the meaning of ters’ lives, but a few other factors
his life, has become something to were responsible for my complete
enthrallment.
merely talk about doing.
Though the characters in the
Agnès Jaoui plays Sylvia Millet,
Lolita’s voice instructor, who ends film are dysfunctional, that qualup playing mediator between all the ity allows for complete analysis of
characters, much like her real life each relationship, and a good deal
of witty dialogue within emotionally
role as director of the film.
Sylvia’s husband, Pierre, is also tense moments.
Moments like this allow the film
a novelist, but less successful than
Etienne. Sylvia jumps at the oppor- to be categorized as a drama, comedy
tunity to help Lolita’s choir rehearse and romance. “Comme une Image”
for an upcoming concert, in hopes has won eight Academy Awards and
of getting her father to take a look has received seven nominations,
deeming it well worth a viewing.
at her husband’s novel.
The social connection made,

DVD
Tuesday, October 14
“War, Inc.”
“Indiana Jones and the Kingdom
of the Crystal Skull”
“Stuck”

Music
Tuesday, October 14
Ray Lamontagne “Gossip in the
Grain”
Keane
“Perfect Symmetry”
Ashanti “The Vault”
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New
“hybrid”
choir
in
the
works
Artist Spotlight:
Olivia Hendricks

mails or calls regarding the group.
The flexible and experimental
nature of the ensemble allows the
involvement of nonvocalists as well.
What do you call an ensemble
Swan expects to have a rhythm secthat performs jazz, Renaissance, contion for certain pieces, having already
temporary and world-music works?
added a drummer and a bassist.
Funny you should ask. Phillip Swan,
In addition, the choir should
associate director
be a good
of choral studresource for
ies at Lawrence
Lawrence
and director of
faculty and
this new “hybrid”
student comchoir, is not quite
posers who
sure himself.
are
lookWhile
the
ing to have
group may not
their pieces
yet have a name,
performed
it certainly has its
by a differown identity. It is
ent
type
a mixed ensemble
of
group.
designed for eight
Already,
to 16 singers who
Lawrence
want to become,
m u s i c
in Swan’s words,
instruc“more
flexible
tor
Lee
and more marketTomboulian
able” musicians
is planning
by familiarizing
to
write
themselves with
something
the four genres.
Photo by Alex Kohnstamn s p e c i f i These
four
cally for the
areas were select- Phillip Swan hopes for the new choir to help singers become more flexible and marketable.
hybrid choir.
ed by Swan for
Finally, Swan hopes to see the
the unique singing techniques they really got my interest going,” said
ensemble reach its audience in a
involve and because they are con- Swan.
Now, Swan’s vision is becoming a nonmusical way as well.
nected by an element of improvisa“Much farther down the road, I’d
tion, which Swan intends to experi- reality as auditions have taken place
ment with over the course of the and the ensemble prepares to per- like to do more community outreach.
form three pieces as a warm-up for As a small ensemble, we have more
year.
The combination of genres has New York Voices during Lawrence ability to do that. The group could
have that kind of impact.”
one further benefit for students, Jazz Celebration Weekend Nov. 7.
Interested vocalists need not
“We’re not just adding another
according to Swan. “Sometimes
when we categorize an ensemble, despair, however, as Swan is con- ensemble to add another ensemble,”
it automatically eliminates certain sidering holding auditions again in Swan said he frequently reminds
students,” he said. “To tie these four January for those who were not yet students in the group. “If we’re going
areas together draws on the greater aware of the ensemble and its pur- to do something, we’re going to do it
pose. The group meets Tuesdays and to the absolute highest quality and
group and seems less scary.”
Swan first came up with the idea Thursdays from 3:10 to 4:20 at the absolute best, so people will sit back
to form a hybrid choir about 10 conservatory, and Swan welcomes e- and say ‘This is possible.’”
for The Lawrentian

Jesse
Pieper

by Kristi Ruff
Senior Jesse Pieper strives
to be a well rounded musician.
Although he calls himself “a classical dork,” his iPod contains everything from death metal to Nick
Drake to Norah Jones.
He began to play piano nine
years ago, and has since performed on campus in various
venues, throughout the state of
Wisconsin and in Colorado’s Aspen
Music Festival. He both participated in the concerto competition on
campus and performed his junior
recital last year.
Many of you saw him perform
at Soundboard last Sunday, but if
you missed it, he will be performing at the Kaleidoscope Concert
Oct. 18 and will be giving a senior
recital later in the year. As to why
he chose Lawrence, Pieper said
he “always knew that the conservatory was a place where [he]
would be able to thrive.” Dmitri
Novgorodsky, Pieper’s former
piano teacher here at Lawrence,
was also a big factor in his decision.

Photo courtesy of Jesse Pieper

When he is not practicing,
Pieper also enjoys composing.
Though not entirely devoid of the
influences of Prokofiev, Schumann
and Bach, he says his music is “different, not just one style.”
One of his greatest accomplishments outside of the musical arena
is the foundation of a performing
arts series called “The Rising Stars”
in his home town of Fond du Lac.
Despite his renown as a great
pianist, Pieper says that being in
the con all the time can make one
feel “over stimulated, sometimes.”
For relief, he likes to get out
and play soccer, read, watch movies and just think. The year ahead
will be “busy,” said Pieper, who is
preparing for his senior recital as
well as getting ready for the “real
world.”
As far as his plans for the
future go, he knows that he will go
to grad school and be “involved in
music in some way or another.”

years ago upon hearing the Hilliard
Ensemble, a vocal chamber group
known for its work with early and
new music, in collaboration with
Norwegian saxophonist Jan Garbarek
on the album “Officium.”
“It was a really interesting mix
of colors and styles and that’s what

CALLING ALL LAWRENTIANS!
PHOTO CONTEST
Submit your best
snapshots by
Tuesday, Oct. 14
Top Photos will be
published in the next
issue and put to a vote.

PRIZES!

Photos by Christie McCowen, courtesy of The Lawrentian archives
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Badgers and Brewers
and Packers, oh my!

Women’s soccer
falls to Carroll
Andy King
Staff Writer

On a rainy day in Waukesha,
the Women's soccer team took the
pitch looking to come out of their
match against Carroll University 3-1
in conference. The Carroll women’s
soccer program is the defending
Midwest Conference champion, and
they were determined to keep their
conference winning-streak alive. The
Lady Vikings came out facing high
pressure from the Pioneers but were
able to hold them off with the aid
of junior goalkeeper Lindsay Ahlen,
who posted nine saves during the
course of the match.
The Vikings were put on their
heels early but were able to hold
on and build some counter attacks.
None were successful however, as
the Pioneer backline was able to
foil the Viking attackers once they
entered the defensive third of the
field.
Thirty minutes in, a corner kick
was awarded to Carroll. The ball was
served in, then quickly finished into
the back of the net. Not one minute
later, the Pioneers were able to find
a hole in the Viking defense and
exploited the goal line, then played
the ball back to a trailing attacker
who slotted the ball near post, past
Ahlen. The Vikings were able to keep
Carroll from scoring for the rest of
the match but were not able to produce any goals of their own.
Sophomores Liz Seeley and Sarah
Ehlinger both had a shot on goal,
but the Pioneer goalkeeper thwarted
their attempts.
At full time, the score stood at
2-0 in favor of the Carroll Pioneers.
Senior co-captain Jackie Bean commented after the game, “We played
fairly well against Carroll, but one
thing we need to focus on this week
with Grinnell and Knox coming up
is taking advantage of our scoring
opportunities. It’s something we’ve
been struggling with all season and if
we’re able to do that we should come
out 2-0 this weekend.” We wish the
Vikes luck in their conference games
this weekend.

Photo courtesy of Katie Nadel
Senior Jackie Bean pushes the ball up the field.

Torrin Thatcher
Staff Writer

I think the only Wisconsinites
who were happy this weekend were
bar and liquor-store owners.
Friday I was in the VR enjoying
the telecast of back-to-back baseball
games, and Professor Dave Hall took
a seat next to me to discuss life and
sports.
In preparation for the Wisconsin
game against Ohio State Saturday
night, we talked about the Badgers
and the difficulty of playing Michigan,
Ohio State and Penn State all in one
year, let alone in consecutive weeks.
Since 1995, we’ve played Michigan
and Ohio State each 10 times and
Penn State 11 times — game 12 this
Saturday — for an overall record of
12-19.
The Badgers dropped game 19
to Ohio State this week after failing to stop the Buckeye offense.
The Badgers had a chance to move
quickly down within field goal range,
but Allan Evridge rolled to his left
and found a wide open Buckeye on
the first play.

not fall apart.
What was the only good thing to
come of the Brewers win? We got farther than the Cubs. Yes, Cubs fans,
you won the division, but you got
dominated by Joe and Manny and
failed to win a game. Moreover, you
got dominated in Chicago, twice.
Let's wrap this week up with a
quick glimpse of what the Packers
need to do this weekend against the
Seahawks.
I will say it simply: The Seahawks
just got assaulted without arrest in
New York. Even David Carr threw for
a score! They are playing very poorly
in Mike Holmgren’s final year on the
sidelines.
If the Packers fail to produce a
win Sunday on the west coast, I may
have to go over to Ted Thompson’s
house to set up a new security system because that would be the safe
thing to do, right?
He will want to install a new,
untested system instead of using
his old, reliable system that never
breaks. Some people just never
learn.

Jon Mays
Staff Writer

a nice drive offensively and got to
the Blueboys’ three-yard line. Illinois
The Lawrence University football
College’s defense forced the Vikings
team was unable to put an entire
into a fourth down at the goal line.
game of quality football together
Facing a large deficit, the Vikings
this past Saturday as the Vikings lost
were forced to go for the touchdown
28-16 to the Illinois College
instead of kicking a short field
Blueboys. The Vikings hung
goal. Maxam’s pass to the end
tough in the first half, as
zone unfortunately fell incomthey have for each of the past
plete on the fourth down try,
three games, but were unable
and the ball was turned over on
to continue the fine play after
downs to the Blueboys.
the halftime break.
The Vikings got the ball
With Lawrence (0-4, 0-4
back after the defense held the
MWC) trailing 12-3, Viking
Blueboys on their next possesjunior quarterback Nick
sion, and backup quarterback
Maxam found sophomore
freshman Eric Bohling completreceiver Jeremiah Johnson for
ed a 23-yard pass to Johnson
a 49-yard touchdown pass,
to bring Lawrence to the threecutting the deficit to 12-10.
yard line. From there, freshman
The score would remain 12Kadeem Holmon ran it in for a
10 until the third quarter,
touchdown, cutting the lead to
when Illinois College (2-3, 228-16, but it was too little, too
2) would go on a 16-0 run to
late for Lawrence.
put the game out of reach for
The game ended with the
the Vikings.
score 28-16, which marked
The Blueboys opened the
another disappointing loss
second half with a 54-yard,
for the Vikings. In each of the
five play drive that ended
past three games for Lawrence,
in a 14-yard touchdown run
the game has been within a
by Matt Williamson. Illinois
Photo courtesy of Ted Greeley touchdown at halftime, but the
College could not convert Muddy senior Michael Baumann looks on as the Vikings make a drive. Vikings have struggled in the
on the two-point conversion,
second half, losing the games
keeping it a one-possession game following extra point, the Blueboys by an average of 18 points.
with the score 18-10. The Blueboys, led 28-10 and chances of a comeback
The Vikings look to put a comhowever, would build on the lead looked bleak for the Vikings.
plete game together when they play
late in the third quarter when kicker
However, Lawrence had a chance host to Lake Forest College this
Mitch Brasher connected on a 31- to cut into the lead and get right Saturday at the Banta Bowl.
yard field goal. The field goal capped back into the game on their next
a 66-yard drive and made the score possession. The Vikings put together

1. False. The Los Angeles Buccaneers joined
the NFL in 1926. The Buccaneers did not have
a home stadium though, and they played all
games on the road. They finished their season
5th in the league. The team only lasted one
season.
2. True. He was a seven-time Formula 1 champion. 1994 marked his first championship; his
last win was in 2004.
3. True. Sweden did win the 2006 Olympics
along with the World Hockey Championship.
4. True. Lebron James had the nickname
“King James” after he was drafted as the first
pick in the first round by the Cavaliers in the
NBA draft.

1. 1945 was the first year that the
NFL had an official team on the West
Coast.
2. Michael Schumacher won the 1994
FIA Formula One world championship.
3. The Swedish hockey team won the
2006 Torino Winter Olympics.
4. “King James” was the nickname
for Lebron James in 2005.

We have yet to play a complete
game, or a “full four quarters” as
talking heads like to call it. Good
thing the Badger marching band puts
on a good fifth quarter, right?
Sunday afternoon was that most
painful day of sports in Wisconsin.
When the playoffs began, I was a
realist and prepared for the Brewers
to be bounced in the first round
because I thought they could not
match up to the Phillies, as evidenced throughout the season.
I was not surprised to see Cole
Hamels shut us down. I was stunned
when C. C. Sabathia choked once
again in the postseason. Dave Bush
gave us a nice performance Saturday
to give a glimmer of hope, but
Suppan lived up to his $44 million
contract and threw the ball to Pat
Burrell’s bat.
We will have to wait and see how
the offseason goes for the Brewers.
If Sabathia is going to get the money
he wants — check out his episode
of MTV’s “Cribs” — and Ben Sheets
stops forming his butt groove in
the waiting room at the doctor’s
office. Let's hope everything does

Vikings struggle against Blueboys

Sports Trivia: True or False
by Matt Hoh
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21-10 in favor of Illinois College.
The Blueboys increased their
lead on their next possession when
quarterback Mitch Niekamp connected with receiver Michael Jennings for
a 61-yard touchdown catch. With the

Lawrence University

Standings
MWC

O'All

4-0
4-0
4-0
2-2
2-2
2-2
1-3
1-3
0-4
0-4

5-0
4-1
4-1
3-2
3-2
2-3
2-3
1-4
1-4
0-4

3-0-0
3-1-0
3-1-0
2-0-1
2-3-0
1-2-1
1-1-0
1-2-0
0-2-0
0-4-0

8-3-0
8-4-0
4-8-0
7-3-1
3-8-0
4-4-2
5-6-0
4-5-0
2-8-0
2-9-0

Football
Monmouth
Ripon
St. Norbert
Carroll
Beloit
Illinois College
Grinnell
Lake Forest
Knox
Lawrence

Men’s Soccer
Carroll
St. Norbert
Lawrence
Grinnell
Lake Forest
Beloit
Illinois C.
Knox
Monmouth
Ripon

Women’s Soccer
St. Norbert
Grinnell
Carroll
Lake Forest
Lawrence
Monmouth
Knox
Ripon
Illinois C.
Beloit

4-0-0 7-5-1
3-0-0 10-1-0
3-1-0 6-4-0
3-2-0 5-5-0
2-2-0 3-7-0
1-1-0 4-4-2
1-1-0 1-9-0
1-4-0 3-10-0
0-3-0 2-7-1
0-4-0 4-6-0

Volleyball
St. Norbert
Beloit
Monmouth
Ripon
Illinois College
Knox
Carroll
Grinnell
Lake Forest
Lawrence

5-0
2-0
3-2
3-2
2-2
2-2
2-4
1-4
0-0
0-4

17-0
8-10
9-7
7-10
7-10
3-8
6-12
5-13
3-14
0-17

3-0
2-1
2-2
1-2
0-3

11-4
4-4
10-4
4-5
6-8

Women’s Tennis
Lawrence
St. Norbert
Carroll
Ripon
Beloit

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu and
www.midwestconference.
org and are current as of
October 8, 2008

GO VIKES
GO!
Support LU! Upcoming Events

Thursday, October 9 Women’s Tennis versus Ripon at LU 4:00pm
Friday, October 10 Volleyball at UW-Oshkosh 3:00pm, 5:15pm
Saturday, October 11
Volleyball at UW-Oshkosh 12:15pm, 2:30pm
			
Men’s Soccer at Knox College 1:30pm
			
Women’s Soccer at Knox College 3:30pm
			
Football versus Lake Forest College at LU 1:00pm
			
Cross Country at UW-Parkside
Sunday, October 12 Men’s Soccer at Grinnell 1:30pm
			
Women’s Soccer at Grinnell 11:00
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Men’s soccer suffers
first conference loss
Sophomore Andrew Finley started and played the whole game in the
net for the Vikes and faced a barrage
of shots throughout the game, makThe Lawrence University men’s
ing a series of saves in both halves.
soccer team put their undefeated
Unfortunately, Carroll had 16 shots
record to the test this past Saturday
in this game, and Finley, along with
against Carroll College and came
the Vikings, could not stop all of
up a bit short. The Pioneers were
them.
picked during pre-season to win the
The game was filled with fouls
conference and the Vikings knew
and cards, with 27 fouls committhat the game wouldn’t be easy.
ted by the two teams combined. On
What they hadn’t expected was to be
top of Carlson’s red card, sophoforced to play the entire second half
more Marshall
without senior
Bratten and
forward Chris
senior Nick
Carlson after
Dufficy both
an
abrupt
received yeland arguably
low cards. To
unnecessary
top it off, Head
red card was
Coach Blake
issued late in
Johnson reactthe first half.
ed to Carlson’s
W h i l e
red card and
the scoring
received his
slowed down
own
yellow
in the second
card for the
half, playing a
game.
player down is
The Men’s
always a huge
soccer team
disadvantage.
now sits in
The
bigger
third place in
issue is that
the
conferwith his secence, tied with
ond red card
Photo by Salem Barameh St. Norbert’s
of the season, Junior captain Nico Walker clears the ball.
at 3-1-0. The
Carlson now
men have a
faces the possibility of missing two
big road trip this weekend, heading
more conference games this upcomdown to play at Knox on Saturday
ing weekend. The red card is being
and at Grinnell on Sunday. Their
appealed and reviewed, and hopenext home games are the following
fully more information will allow
weekend against Monmouth College
Carlson back on the field for this
and Illinois College.
weekend.

Kyle Nodarse
Staff Writer

Volleyball loses three
non-conference matches
Tristan Lipe
Staff Writer

The Viking volleyball team had
three matches this week against
Mount Mary College, Marian
University and Dominican University.
Tuesday, Sept. 30, the Vikings faced
Mount Mary in a non-conference
match-up. The Vikings came out
looking for their first win of the
season. They started a bit slow in
the first game, but were able to keep
focus in the end and took the game
25-21.
In the second and third games,
the Vikings dominated. Mount Mary
played tough defense, but in the end
the Viking attack came through. The
Vikings crushed Mount Mary 25-15
and 25-10 to take the match. It was
a solid win for the Vikings and they
hoped the momentum would carry
through the weekend with two more
tough, non-conference matches.
The Vikings faced Dominican
University first and, though they
battled hard, they fell to Dominican
in three matches. Dominican came
out strong and won the first match

25-18. The Vikings brought back
some of that momentum in the next
two games, but they once again
could not seem to win the close ones
and fell 25-23 and 26-24 in the next
two games.
In the final game of the weekend,
the Vikings faced Marian University.
The Vikings were feeling the effects
of the hard fought match against
Dominican and fell to Marian 2517 in the first game. Unfortunately,
the Vikings could not overcome the
opponent and dropped the next
game 25-21. In the final game, the
Vikings showed once again that they
refuse to quit, but cannot break
through and find a way to win the
close games. The Vikings lost the
final game 27-25 and Marian took
the match.
The Vikings have battled hard
through a difficult season so far and
have shown that they can play well.
However, inconsistencies and an
inability to maintain a high intensity
for a whole match have been their
downfall. The Vikes play next on
October 10 and 11 at UW-Oshkosh.

600 W. College - 920-749-1111

LU STUDENT DISCOUNT:
$3.00 off a 16" pizza - $1.00 off any pizza
NO COUPON NECESSARY
OPEN 'TIL 3AM - FREE DELIVERY
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Athletes of the Week
by Jeanelle Adams

SARAH EHLINGER
Women's Soccer
What was your favorite preseason moment?
My favorite soccer moment of preseason was definitely when we beat Beloit.
Not only was it our first conference game, but it was a game Lawrence hasn’t won
in the last 3 years. I wanted to win this game for our seniors more than anything,
and, well, we succeeded.
What is your best memory of time spent with your teammates?
My favorite memory with my teammates by far was on our first trip in
Minnesota. When we were getting back on the bus after dinner, our bus driver
had Rihanna’s “Umbrella” playing through the bus, which we found to be a rather
random choice. So, as we were waiting for the rest of the players to get on, we
started a dance party in the back of the bus. Imagine this 10-ton monstrosity
bouncing up and down. I guess our driver thought it was pretty cool because he
started flicking the lights on and off. Never laughed so hard.
Photo courtesy of Jimmy Kloppman
What changes has the team made from last year?
Undoubtedly, our team has made tremendous strides from last year; we have
already proven that we are a team to contend with. I think there is no reason we cannot make it into the top four
teams in the conference and go to the conference tournament. Individually, I’d like to be a player the team can
always count on. Good day or bad day, I want to be dependable. Being a go-to person is tough, but when you know
failures and triumphs affect a lot more people, people who are working hard for the same things as yourself, it’s
a lot easier.

How is coming back as a sophomore different from being a freshman on the team?
Coming back as a sophomore was much different from coming in as a freshman. Last year was a season of
building respect as a player. No one expected much at first, so when the freshmen performed well, it was more of
an added bonus. As the season progressed, we learned how to play off each other and how to use different players’
talents to benefit the team. Then there was no excuse but to play your best, always. Now as a sophomore, I feel
more in a position to make sure the team is a team. I’m more comfortable giving direction on the field because I
think more people are comfortable taking it. I’m not afraid to make sure players don’t come down hard on other
players or themselves. I’ve always admired teams that are classy on and off the field, and I’m pretty sure we’re
one of those teams — a team worthy of respect.
What is something you are looking forward to this year?
What I am most looking forward to this year is trying new things. Last year I learned that if you don’t like
something, change it. If you don’t enjoy something, try something new. Especially at this school, you can search
and search until you find something you’re passionate about. I have always struggled with a fear of failure, but
I feel more ready this year than ever to not accept something the way it is if I’m not satisfied with it; I’m more
aware of my power to change things. That being said, I am still dreading deciding a major by the end of the year.
I can try all the interesting classes I want, but I will still have to pick just one area.
Why do you love your team and soccer?
I almost didn’t play soccer here because I thought there were too many other important things to do in college
than D-III sports. I didn’t know what value could come out of this team. Needless to say, I love this sport, and
I love this team. I’m not sure if I could have made the same friendships I’ve built here. I mean, I spend at least
three hours every day with these girls! Another thing, I’ve learned such an awesome balance between work and
play. One practice we had was really cold and rainy. We have thin rain jackets, but they don’t have hoods, so as
the coach was setting up the field, my friend and I zipped ours up over our heads and played marco polo. Then
we ran 10 full field sprints.

TOM VYSKOCIL
Golf

What has been your biggest accomplishment this season?
My biggest accomplishment has to be the fact that I am being consistent with my scores and, with that, giving
the team a chance to be in the hunt every tournament. Although the scores are not as low as I would have liked,
those will come soon, and the fact that the team knows I can consistently put up
a good score can take pressure off of the others so they can also shoot well.
What is something that you have worked on to prepare and improve this
season?
One big thing that I have worked on over the summer has been my driving
and short game. I hit more fairways now, which gives me a better chance to
shoot for all of the pin locations and have good chances for birdies. Also, working on my short game allows me to feel comfortable and confident around the
greens that I will make a par or even chip in instead of just being satisfied with
a bogey.
What is the most important thing to remember when you are playing in a
tournament? What do you think about when you swing?
I just try to remember to have fun but stay focused in a tournament, especially if we are in contention at each one, there are many stressful moments that
Photo courtesy of Jon Mays
you have to stay focused on and disregard other distractions. Furthermore, I
really try not to think about too much when I swing because thinking about too
much actually messes me up. For the most part I just visualize what shot I want to hit and try to accomplish that.
Unfortunately that does not happen all of the time.
How are your new teammates?
Our new teammates are great. They are all very solid players and can post good scores any day of the week
and they all have their own style. It’s always nice to know that there is good talent that will be here at Lawrence
after we leave.
If you could wear any outfit to a golf tournament, what would it be and why?
This is a tough one, but I would have to say some sort of Burberry shirt because it is very classy and also plaid
pants because I enjoy sporting some color. However, I think all golfers would agree that John Daly’s new course
option to play without a shirt on is quite incredible!

